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5 steps to take now to cut your 2022 tax liability

It has been quite a year — high inflation, rising interest rates
and a bear stock market. While there’s not a lot you can do
about any of these financial factors, you may have some
control over how your federal tax bill for the year turns out. 
Here are some strategies to consider executing before year
end that may reduce your 2022 or future tax liability.

1. Convert your traditional IRA to a Roth IRA

The down stock market could make this an especially
lucrative time to convert all or some of the funds in a traditional pre-tax IRA to an after-tax Roth IRA. Although 
you must pay income tax on the amount converted in 2022, Roth accounts hold some significant advantages over 
their traditional counterparts.

Unlike traditional IRAs, for example, Roths aren’t subject to required minimum distributions (RMDs). The funds in 
a Roth will appreciate tax-free. Qualified future distributions also will be tax-free, which will pay off if you’re 
subject to higher tax rates at that time, whether due to RMDs or other income.

How does the poorly performing stock market incentivize a Roth conversion? If your traditional IRA contains 
stocks or mutual funds that have lost significant value, you can convert more shares than you could if they were 
worth more, for the same amount of tax liability.

Roth conversions are also advisable if you have lower income and therefore are in a lower tax bracket this year. 
Perhaps you lost your job at the end of 2021 and didn’t resume working until this past summer, or you’re retired 
but not yet receiving Social Security payments. You may be able to save by converting before the end of the year.

Currently, you can use a Roth conversion as a workaround for the income limits on your ability to contribute to 
Roth IRAs — what’s known as a backdoor Roth IRA — because converted funds aren’t treated as contributions. 
But be aware that, if you’re under age 59½, you can’t access the transferred funds without penalty.

Further, be aware that a Roth conversion will likely increase your adjusted gross income (AGI). As such, it could 
affect your eligibility for tax breaks that phase out based on AGI or modified adjusted gross income (MAGI).

2. Defer or accelerate income and deductions

A common tax reduction technique is to defer income into the next year and accelerate deductions into the 
current year. Doing so can allow you to make the most of tax breaks that phase out based on income (such as 
the IRA contribution deduction, child tax credits and education tax credits). If you’re self-employed, for example, 
you might delay issuing invoices until late December (increasing the odds they won’t be paid until 2023) and 
make equipment purchases in December, rather than January (assuming you use cash-basis accounting).
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On the other hand, you might want to defer deductions and accelerate income if you expect to land in a higher 
tax bracket in the future. You can accelerate income by, for example, realizing deferred compensation, 
exercising stock options, recognizing capital gains or engaging in a Roth conversion.

High-income individuals should think about income deferral from the perspective of the 3.8% net investment 
income tax (NIIT), too. The NIIT kicks in when MAGI is more than $200,000 for single and head of household 
filers, $250,000 for married filing jointly and $125,000 for married filing separately. Deferring investment income 
could mean escaping that potentially hefty tax bite.

3. Manage your itemized deductions wisely

Accelerating deductions generally is helpful only if you itemize your deductions, of course. If you don’t think 
you’ll qualify to itemize, think about “bunching” itemized deductions so that they exceed the standard deduction 
(in 2022, $12,950 for single filers, $25,900 for married filing jointly and $19,400 for heads of household). If you 
claim itemized deductions this year and the standard deduction next year, you could end up with a larger two-
year total deduction than if you took the standard deduction both years.

Potential expenses ripe for bunching include medical and dental expenses (if you qualify to deduct eligible 
expenses that exceed 7.5% of your AGI), charitable contributions, and state and local tax (SALT). For example, 
you could get dental services before year end, make your 2022 and 2023 charitable donations in December of 
this year, and pre-pay property taxes due next year, if possible.

The deduction for SALT-like property tax generally is subject to a $10,000 cap. Check, though, to determine if 
you might be able to take advantage of a pass-through entity (PTE) tax. More than two dozen states and New 
York City have enacted these laws, which permit a PTE to pay state tax at the entity level, rather than the 
individual taxpayer level. PTEs aren’t subject to a federal limit on SALT deductions.

4. Give to charity

The AGI limit for deductible cash donations has returned to 60% of AGI for 2022. But the possibility for 
substantial savings from making a charitable donation remains. For example, if you donate appreciated assets 
that you’ve held at least one year, you can deduct their fair market value and avoid income tax on the amount of 
appreciation if you itemize.

A qualified charitable distribution (QCD) from your IRA may confer tax benefits. Taxpayers who are age 70½ 
years or older can make a direct transfer of up to $100,000 per year from their IRAs to a qualified charity — and 
exclude the transferred amount from their gross income. (Note that transfers to a donor-advised fund or 
supporting organization don’t qualify). If you’re age 72 or older, a QCD can count toward your RMDs, as well.

You also may want to explore establishing a donor-advised fund. You can set it up and contribute assets in 
2022 to claim a deduction for this year, while delaying your selection of the recipient charity and the actual 
contribution until 2023.

5. Harvest your capital losses

This is another way to leverage the poor market performance in 2022 — selling off your investments that have 
lost value to offset any capital gains. If your capital losses exceed your capital gains, you can deduct up to 
$3,000 ($1,500 for married filing separately) a year from your ordinary income and carry forward any remaining 
excess indefinitely.
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You could further juice the benefit of loss harvesting by donating the proceeds from the sale to charity. You’ll 
offset realized gains while boosting your charitable contribution deduction (subject to AGI limitations on the 
charitable contribution deduction).

Take heed of the wash-rule, though. It says you can’t write-off losses if you acquire “substantially identical” 
securities within 30 days before or after the sale.

Act now

It’s been a rocky financial year for many people, and uncertainty about the economy will continue into next year. 
One thing is certain, though — everyone wants to cut their tax bills.  Contact us to help you with your year-end 
tax planning.

The information contained herein is general in nature and is not intended, and should not be construed, as legal, 
accounting or tax advice. This communication may not be applicable to your specific circumstances and may 
require consideration of non-tax and other tax factors if any action is to be contemplated. Please contact your 
tax professional prior to taking any action based on this information. Accuity LLP assumes no obligation to the 
reader of any changes in tax laws or other factors that could affect the information contained herein.
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